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Context-specific behavioral surprise is differentially
correlated with activity in anterior and posterior brain systems
Michael J. Tobiaa,b, Jan Gläschera and Tobias Sommera
This experiment investigated whether behavioral surprise,
an information-theoretic measure of the amount of memory
and information integration associated with a response, is
correlated with neural activity during decision making. A
total of 30 participants (age 18–30) were scanned with
functional MRI while completing 240 trials of a sequential
decision-making task in which they selected an amount to
wager from four possible values on each trial. Behavioral
surprise was computed trial by trial using both context-free
and context-specific formulations, and was used as a
parametric modulator in functional MRI analyses. Whereas
context-free surprise was not significantly correlated, two
sets of clusters (P < 0.005; cluster size > 156 voxels) were
differentially modulated by context-specific behavioral
surprise. An anterior system comprised of the inferior
frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate (each bilaterally), and
left caudate, was positively modulated. A posterior system
comprised of the posterior cingulate, parahippocampal
gyrus and posterior hippocampus (each bilaterally), and left
angular gyrus, was negatively modulated. These
anticorrelated systems indicate that more surprising
(resource demanding) actions recruit greater activity from

Introduction
Information theoretic surprise is a measure of the amount
of information conveyed by a single event embedded
within a stream of events (i.e. a signal), and novel or
infrequent events are surprising [1]. Various formulations
of surprise derived from information theory have been
applied successfully in cognitive and neuroscience
research to quantify the information in sensory events,
including events that capture attention [2], cue behavioral
responses [3–5], as well as the consequences of behavioral
responses [6–8]. These formulations are typically interpreted as prediction errors with respect to sensory events
that violate an expectation and are indicative that the
brain functions as a computational learning machine that
observes the statistics of exogenous sensory events [9,10].
In contrast to these formulations of surprise on the basis of
sensory events, behavioral surprise can also be derived
from information theory. It measures the amount of information conveyed by a particular response and implies
different amounts of memory and processing demands
associated with response selection processes. Responses
that occur more frequently are less surprising, more
strongly associated with memory, and less demanding of
cognitive resources (i.e. responses that exploit knowledge),
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the anterior system and less activity from the posterior
system and less surprising actions (memory-guided) recruit
greater activity from the posterior system and less activity
from the anterior system. These results show that contextspecific behavioral surprise is a unique neural signal and
may be related to mechanisms for both cognitive control
and memory-guided behavior, and support contemporary
theories that the brain is a statistical observer of external
and internal events. NeuroReport 27:677–682 Copyright ©
2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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whereas infrequent responses that are less associated with
memory are more resource demanding. It was described
previously (i.e. mathematically formulated) in relation to a
theory of executive control [11], where it was designated as
the amount of information integration required to emit a
contextually appropriate response.
Context is an important variable in theories of memory
[12] and cognitive control [11,13]. It refers to the conjunction of stimuli or stimulus conditions that are encoded into memory, and allows for a more precise
description of the higher-order contingencies that bias
behavior than the description provided by a single stimulus condition. Behavioral surprise is greater when
response selection deviates from an established pattern
of responding in a given context. For example, in the
context of a sudden change in weather conditions, it may
be expected to alter one’s typical driving route to avoid
potential hazards (i.e. slippery or flooded roads). The
decision to maintain the typical driving route despite this
context would be surprising because it deviates from the
expected course of behavior. As such, context-specific
behavioral surprise could be likened to a prediction error
for response selection that is independent of prediction
errors for expected consequences.
DOI: 10.1097/WNR.0000000000000595
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Despite its central role in a prominent theory of response
selection [11] and its potential relation to other contemporary theories of cognitive brain functioning [9],
behavioral surprise has not been formally computed and
applied to study the neural correlates of response selection. In this study, we computed behavioral surprise trial
by trial for a series of responses in a sequential choice task
with both context-free and context-specific formulations,
and used these as parametric modulators to identify brain
systems involved in response selection.

Methods

MRI

MR images were acquired using a Siemens 3T Trio
(Siemens, Munich, Germany) using a 32-channel coil. The
scanning protocol included a T1-weighted MPRAGE from
each participant (voxel resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3, coronal
orientation, left–right phase encode, 192 × 256 mm FoV, 240
slices, 1100 ms inversion time, TE = 2.98 ms, TR = 2300 ms,
and 9° flip angle), and eight runs (∼10 min/run) of functional
MRI using a T2*-weighted GRAPPA EPI (TR = 2360 ms,
TE = 25 ms, anterior–posterior phase encode, 40 slices
acquired in the descending noninterleaved axial plane with
2 × 2 × 2 mm3 voxels; 204 × 204 mm FoV; skip factor = 0.5).

Participants

Data from 30 healthy young adult men (age 18–30 years)
from a previous experiment were used in this study and
detailed analyses of task performance are reported elsewhere specifically in the context of a reinforcement
learning computational model [14]. This work is a novel,
alternative, and independent analysis of those data. All
participants provided informed consent and protocols
were carried out in accordance with the declaration of
Helsinki.

MRI data processing

Strategic sequential investment task

First-level analyses included regressors at the onset of
each event (excluding the anticipation event) as well as
parametric modulators for nominal value of the wager
(0–3) and behavioral surprise at the choice event, and
reward value at the outcome event. Coincident parametric modulators were orthogonalized as by default in
SPM8 (i.e. behavioral surprise was orthogonalized with
respect to choice value). Context-free and contextspecific behavioral surprise regressors were analyzed in
separate first-level models while all other regressors
remained the same. Second-level analyses were carried
out using a series of one-sample t-tests. Results are
reported at a whole-brain cluster threshold correction
using AlphaSim [15], which indicated that a single-voxel
threshold of P less than 0.005 and a cluster of 156 voxels
achieved a whole-brain statistical correction to P less than
0.05. Spatial coordinates (x, y, z) reported in the results
are in MNI space (neurological convention) and correspond to the peak voxel from significant activity for each
cluster from behavioral surprise and the whole-brain peak
voxel for choice (wager) and reward values.

Participants completed 240 trials of the strategic
sequential investment task. Figure 1 (top) shows
screenshots of an example strategic sequential investment task trial. Briefly, participants select an amount to
wager (0, 1, 2 or 3) in a fictitious stock market on each
trial. The fictitious stock market contains seven fictitious
stocks, each indicated by a unique background stimulus.
Only one fictitious stock is presented per trial, but each is
associated with a different probability of winning/losing,
and different payout, which together defines its expected
value. Participants need to learn which stocks have
higher expected values to maximize their winnings.
Thus, on each trial, a participant may select one of four
responses, which corresponds to the amount wagered
that the fictitious stock will pay out rather than lose value.
Computing context-free and context-specific behavioral
surprise

Behavioral surprise was computed over the series of
wagers in both context-free and context-specific formulations. Context-free surprise was calculated for the
ordinal sequence of choices as the − log2 p(x), where p(x)
is the probability of the current response (amount
wagered). Context-specific surprise was computed as the
− log2 p(choice|context), where p(choice|context) is the
probability of the current wager conditional on the current stock. The procedure for computing behavioral
surprise is shown in Fig. 1 (middle). Values for surprise
were initialized to zero and accrued a frequency distribution of events throughout the task. The first 30 trials
were not included to allow the stability of the statistical
information to develop.

MR image analyses were carried out in SPM8 (Wellcome
Trust, London, UK). Anatomical images were segmented
and transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) standard space. Functional images were corrected
for slice-timing acquisition offsets, realigned, and corrected
for the interaction of motion and distortion using unwarp
toolbox, coregistered to anatomical images and transformed
into MNI space using DARTEL, and smoothed (8 mm3
full width at half maximum).

Results
Parametric modulators for choice value, reward value, and
behavioral surprise each correlated with neural activity.
Context-free behavioral surprise was negatively correlated with a small cluster of activity (20 voxels; not
shown) in the right posterior parietal cortex (peak: 54,
–66, 34), which did not survive the whole-brain statistical
correction. Figure 2 shows results for context-specific
behavioral surprise, which correlated positively with an
anterior network and negatively with a posterior network.
The positively modulated anterior network consisted of
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Fig. 1
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Top: screenshots of an example trial from the SSIT show five stimulus events and their durations per trial. Participants make a choice by selecting an
amount to wager during the choice event, and then anticipate and subsequently observe the outcome. Counterfactual outcomes and state transitions
are then presented. Middle: computation of the context-free and context-specific behavioral surprise regressors follows two procedures. The
procedure for computing the context-free behavioral surprise is shown on the left, for which the actual sequence of trial-by-trial choices is used. The
sorting procedure for generating context-specific behavioral surprise is shown in the center. These values are then resorted (right) to produce a trialby-trial time series of context-specific behavioral surprise values. Bottom: the group average context-free (green) and context-specific (blue)
behavioral surprise time series are shown. The dashed vertical line shows that the first 30 trials were excluded from fMRI analyses to avoid the effects
of an initial transient. fMRI, functional MRI; SSIT, strategic sequential investment task.

the left caudate (peak: − 18, 10, 14, t = 3.54), anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) (peak: − 2, 24, 18; t = 5.25) and
posterior portions of the inferior frontal gyrus (left peak:
− 60, 6, 24; t = 3.72; right peak: 58, 6, 26; t = 4.25). The
negatively modulated posterior network consisted of the
hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus (left peak:
− 22, –38, –8; t = − 4.45; right peak: 26, –36, –8; t = − 4.01),
as well as the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (peak:
− 12, 40, 42; t = − 3.69) and left angular gyrus (peak: − 54,
–70, 30; t = − 4.07). Figure 3 shows the results for the

choice and reward value parametric modulators, as well as
the context-specific behavioral surprise regressor to show
the spatial independence and overlap of each. Choice
value (green clusters) correlated with activity in the ventral striatum (peak: 10, 8, –6; t = 3.62) and the ACC.
Reward value (red clusters) correlated with activity in a
widely distributed network including the ventral visual
cortex (occipital and temporal), the posterior parietal
cortex, medial temporal lobes, the striatum (peak: 12, 14,
–10; t = 6.63), ventral PFC, ACC, PCC, as well as anterior
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Fig. 2
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Context-specific behavioral surprise positively correlated with an anterior network (yellow clusters) and negatively correlated with a posterior network
(blue clusters). Activity is shown at a single-voxel threshold of P < 0.005 thresholded by 156 contiguous voxels and superimposed on a rendering of
the group average T1 image in MNI space (rendered with MRIcroGL, v.12 http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricrogl). Images are shown in
neurological convention (left = left). MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

and posterior lateral PFC. The figure shows that each of
the three regressors are primarily spatially independent;
however, all three overlap in the ACC.

Discussion
The most noteworthy finding from this study is that
context-specific behavioral surprise is not only correlated
with neural activity, but that it is differentially correlated
with anterior and posterior brain systems associated previously with executive control and memory-guided
behavior, respectively. The positively correlated anterior
system indicates that more surprising response selection
recruits greater activity (i.e. more resource demanding)
and less surprising actions recruit less activity. The
negatively correlated posterior system indicates that more
surprising responses recruit less activation and less surprising responses recruit more activation. Thus, response

selection may involve a balance of activation between
anterior and posterior systems.
Koechlin and Summerfield [11] proposed that contextspecific behavioral surprise corresponds to the magnitude
of information processing (or integration) necessary for
response selection on a given trial. In their information
theoretical approach, context-free behavioral surprise
corresponds to sensory control [i.e. − log2 p(choice)], for
which we did not find a strong neural representation,
although a few voxels in the posterior parietal cortex were
negatively correlated (did not survive the cluster threshold). Context-specific behavioral surprise corresponds to
contextual cognitive control [i.e. − log2 p(choice|context)],
for which Koechlin and Summerfield predicted activity in
the posterior inferior frontal gyrus, precisely as we found.
Our findings therefore support their information theoretical approach to prefrontal executive functions.
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Fig. 3
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Context-specific behavioral surprise (yellow and blue clusters) show spatial independence with respect to the nominal value of the wager (green
clusters), and reward value (red clusters), suggesting that it is a unique neural signal. The only region where all three signals overlap is in the anterior
cingulate cortex. Activity is shown at a single-voxel threshold of P < 0.005 thresholded by 156 contiguous voxels and superimposed on a rendering of
the group average T1 image in MNI space (rendered with MRIcroGL, v.12). Images are shown in neurological convention (left = left). MNI, Montreal
Neurological Institute.

The hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, along
with the PCC and angular gyrus, comprise a network for
memory-guided behavior [16]. This network, which
corresponds to the posterior regions that were negatively
correlated with context-specific behavioral surprise in
this study, is postulated to bind relationships among
entities, actions, and consequences into a schema-like
model that guides behavior. The negative correlation
with behavioral surprise supports this interpretation
because less surprising actions, such as those having
greater previous experience and memory associations,
recruit greater activation from this system than the
anterior system involved in executive control (and more
surprising actions recruit less activation from this system).
The ACC is associated with response selection
mechanisms when there are strong demands for cognitive
control, such as the need to resolve conflict among
competing response alternatives [17]. Behavioral surprise, the nominal value of the current action, and subsequent reward processing overlapped prominently in
the ACC, but were otherwise spatially independent. This
suggests that neural activity in the ACC during response
selection represents or integrates diverse types of information from multiple brain systems, including executive
control systems and memory-guided behavior systems,
which may allow it to weigh evidence from memory
alongside evidence from the current environmental
conditions so as to best resolve competition.

Importantly, context-specific behavioral surprise is a
unique neural signal that is temporally orthogonal and
spatially dissociable from the nominal choice wager, and
does not appear to overlap with regions representing
expected value during choice behavior [14], nor subsequent reward processing. Moreover, it is neurally distinct from exploratory behavioral responses that activate
the intraparietal sulcus [18], as well as the rostrolateral
PFC that is involved in behavioral exploration driven by
uncertainty [19]. As such, behavioral surprise may play an
important role in understanding cognitive brain systems
that are distinct from the effects of surprise associated
with sensory events and exploratory decision making.

Conclusion
Context-specific behavioral surprise is a unique neural
signal that is encoded in at least two brain systems, each
associated with a different mechanism of controlling
behavior [10–11,16]. Future research should consider
whether and how these two brain systems compete for
control over response selection and how such competition is resolved, which may involve information integration in the ACC. Furthermore, these findings support
theories that the brain is a Bayesian (or statistical)
observer [9] not only of exogenous sensory events but
also of its own behavior.
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